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1. Academic Freedom and Tenure Ensures World Class Teaching and Research [1-6] 

In higher education, academic freedom lies at the heart of the free, independent, critical inquiry 

fundamental to research, teaching, and expression. Academic freedom empowers faculty as well as 

other teachers and researchers to bring the latest breakthroughs into the classroom, innovate in 

research, scholarly work and creative endeavors, and disseminate knowledge for the benefit of 

society, and empowers students to engage in the critical thinking that leads to innovation and active 

citizenship. Critical thinking is a required course outcome by THECB. [3] 

Tenure is essential for Texas colleges and universities to attract and retain top academic talent as 

well as ensure professional working and learning environments. More than 2,000 two-year and 

four-year colleges and universities have a tenure system. [4] Tenure provides security of 

employment and safeguards for academic freedom. This combination gives professors the time and 

freedom for intellectual exploration. It can take many years, and sometimes decades, for a highly 

innovative idea to be fully developed into a commercial product, a medical procedure, a widely 

adopted business practice or educational method, a scholarly book, or an artistic work. It also 

supports the long-term commitment to develop and update curriculum for student learning.  

The combination of academic freedom and tenure supports the faculty at Texas public university 

and health-related institutions to compete for and win more than $5B per year in external research 

funding, including long-term federal projects. [5] 

2. Restore and Maintain State Funding in Higher Education for Student Success [6-8] 

State funding per full-time equivalent student in public higher education has dropped every year 

from $6292 in 2001 to $4610 in 2020 after adjusting for inflation. [7] Students have had to pay 

higher tuition to offset some of the cuts. The remaining cuts have had a cumulative effect in limiting 

faculty/staff hiring and retention, academic offerings, and student services/opportunities. 

To help all Texans afford public higher education while accruing little or no debt, we are asking 

● to restore the cuts in per FTE higher ed student funding to 2000 levels adjusted for inflation 

and maintain this funding each year by increasing it to adjust for inflation 

● to increase financial support including fully funding Hazelwood mandates for our veterans 

To help recruit and retain faculty and staff for student success, we are asking for a $10,000 raise for 

all tenured, tenure-track, and non-tenure-track faculty, and a 15% raise for all staff. Low salaries 

are common for the 75% of the faculty not on tenure track such as adjuncts and lecturers. [8] 

3. Building and other Infrastructure Repair due to Age and Storm Damage [6] 

As university facilities age, they are damaged by natural disasters and deferred maintenance.  We 

advocate for funding to improve environmental flooding response and mitigation and restore and 

modernize plumbing in response to damage caused by ice storms. 
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